Abstract
Introduction
Retrenchment [ 1, 2 , 3,4], is a technique that liberalises refinement for those cases where its proof obligations (POs) are too demanding to permit rigorous systems engineering. See the companion paper [5] for background and motivation. In this paper we examine some of the consequences for retrenchment, of allowing the granularity of individual actions to decrease, as often happens in refinements where the ultimate objective is a concurrent or distributed system; we call this kind of retrenchment fragmented retrenchment. We show that a fragmented retrenchment has a canonical factorisation into a (normal) retrenchment followed by a specific kind of refinement. Following the concurrency thread, we show how using an event based formalism can express the essence of fragmented retrenchment in a more compact manner. We also consider what happens when due to the smaller granularity of actions, constituent events from adjacent abstract actions interleave nontrivially, a possibility absent from normal retrenchment. Finally we examine fairness. The limit of a sequence of fair behaviours can be unfair. However retrenchment offers the prospect of capturing such limits in a way that appears natural with respect to higher levels of abstraction.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce retrenchment, and a running example. In Section 3, we introduce fragmented retrenchment and its POs, and give the factorisation mentioned. In Section 4 we consider concurrency, the event based formulation of fragmented retrenchment, and interleaving. Section 5 considers fairness. Section 6 concludes.
Retrenchment
In this paper we work in a partial correctness framework.
At the abstract level, we have a set of operations, OpsA with typical element mA, and our state space, input spaces, and output spaces, are U, I , , , Om,, respectively. Meta level values in U, I , , ,
o,, will be written U, i, o respectively, with primes or subscripts or indeces to distinguish different values from the same space. (We will lighten the notation by not subscripting input and output values.) Transitions will be written as U -(i, mA, o)-> U ' , where U and U ' are the before-and after-states, i and o are the input and output, and mA is the operation responsible for the transition. The totality of such transitions makes up the transition or step relation for mA, stp,,(u, i, U', 0). At the concrete level we have state, input and output spaces V, J, P, respectively, with values v, j , p , and similar conventions, except that we write operation name sets and operation names subscripted with C, eg. mC. We assume each abstract operation mA, has a corresponding concrete operation mC, but there may also be other concrete operations, so that there is an injection from the set 0psA to O P S~, which associates mA with mC.
The relationship between abstract and concrete state spaces is given by the retrieve relation G (u, v) . The initialisation operation Init at abstract and concrete levels establishes G in corresponding after-states (as usual, the free variables are assumed implicitly universally quantified): mic!c(V') 3 (3 U' InitA(u') A G(u', v')) (2. 1) Turning to the transition relation for operation mA, beyond the retrieve relation G, we have the within relation P,(i, j , U , v ) , and concedes relation C,(u', v', o, p; i, j , U, v ) . The punctuation indicates that C , is mainly concerned with after-values, but may refer to before-values too where necessary. These are combined into the retrenchment PO for steps which says that for each nzA:
This PO affords considerable flexibility in relating different levels of abstraction, see [5] for a discussion. We consider a toy example; lack of space prevents consideration of something more realistic. The abstract level is given by an initialisation operation Init,, and one further operation UpA. We have U = { 0, 3}, and lupA = 0 = OupA. InitA sets U to 0, and UpA is given by 0 -(E, UpA, E)-> 3, the only step in stpupA. At the con- The retrieve relation is given by the inclusion of U into V i.e. equality of abstract and concrete values, and the within relation for U p is U x V (i.e. we have a trivial within relation), where we also ignore the presence of the empty input spaces. There is some scope for choosing the concedes relation Cup. The smallest possibility is:
while other possibilities include:
Note that CI = C, and C , = C4 because of the smallness of the spaces involved. The different possibilities also illustrate some of what can be expressed using retrenchment in a more syntactically based framework. It is easy to check that the PO (2.2) holds for each of the Ci's.
Fragmented retrenchment and refinement
In (normal) retrenchment, one abstract step corresponds to one concrete step as we have seen. In fragmented retrenchment many steps at the concrete level correspond to a single abstract step; quite natural in many applications. there is a set %of sequences of concrete steps, such that for each tt in %, t occurs as some step in tt, and the following PO holds: 
Fragmented retrenchment
The within relation will be trivial as previously. For the concedes relation there are again many possibilities. Eg.
we can take Ci x MS, where MS contains all relevant concrete operation sequences, and C, is any of the Cj's of Section 2 (provided that in the definitions of the Ci's we replace occurrences of 'p' by 'last@s)' to allow for the different output types here); any of these can be augmented by clauses that state that all non-last elements of p s are OK, or that are more specific about msC, etc.
There are several concrete execution sequences which may be related to the single abstract step 0 -(E, UpA, E)-, 3. ' & is just ((ii)), and for 2 -(E, Upc, Error)-> X , {(iii), (iv)) suffices. For all of these, it is easy to check that (3.1) holds for any of the C's described above. Of course, we also have a sequence of three concrete Incc steps that gets from 0 to 3, but since this does not contain an Upc step, it falls outside the remit of the fragmented retrenchment. Discovering whether 'auxiliary operations' such as Incc are alone able to accomplish what would normally be done using the 'primary' operations inherited from the more abstract level, may be of vital interest, and open to investigation using model checking techniques [9, lo]. Now we note that the concrete level of Fig. 2 can be
viewed as a refinement of the concrete level of Fig. 1 , provided we adopt a suitable interpretation of 'refinement'.
Thus for each concrete sequence in Fig. 2 there is a concrete step in Fig. 1 such that the states match appropriately, and the Fig. 2 outputs, filtered to discard OK, match the Fig.   1 outputs. In fact this is a wider phenomenon: a fragmented retrenchment can always be factored as a (normal) retrenchment followed by a suitable refinement. This result is a direct analogue in the fragmented domain of the main theorem of [5].
WO-filtered fragmented refinement
An UO-filtered fragmented refinement between an abstract and concrete system is given as follows. Let the abstract system be given by Ops,, and the concrete system be given by OPS,, with an injection from ops, to Opsc as usual, and with a retrieve relation G(u, v) between the abstract and concrete state spaces U and V. Let I , , , JmC and Om,, P, , be the abstract and concrete input and output spaces, and let two OpsA-indexed families of total surjective relations be given, Infilter,, : I , , t) JS and Outfilter, : Om, t) PS,
where JS and PS are the spaces constructed above from the JmC and PmC.
Suppose for each abstract operation mA, for each con- and we have:
2) where j s and ps are constructed from tt as previously. If in addition the initialisation PO (2.1) also holds, then we have an I/O-filtered fragmented refinement. We call ?;the set of amenable sequences o f t . Furthermore the union of the '& over concrete steps t, is the set of amenable sequences of the I/O-filtered fragmented refinement.
Universal factorisation
Now given our notation for abstract and concrete systems in a fragmented retrenchment, we define a canonical intermediate system as follows. Its set of operation names is 0psu, in bijection with 0psA, there being an mu in Ops, corresponding to each mA in @SA. Its state space is the concrete state space V, and its input and output spaces (for every mu) are the sets of sequences of concrete inputs and outputs constructed previously, i.e. JS and PS. Turning to the I/O-filtered fragmented refinement between intermediate and concrete systems, we let the retrieve relation be the identity on v, and we take for all mu in Ops,, Infilter, to be the identity on JS, and Outfilter, to be the identity on PS. It is clear that the initialisation PO (2.1) holds, and that the operation PO (3.2) holds too for the amenable sequences of the concrete system. 0 Note that our example above was not precisely an instance of this, since the inputs and outputs for the intermediate system (i.e. the concrete system of Fig. 1) were not as prescribed in the theorem. However the intermediate system of Theorem 3.1 has a useful initial property whereby if there is an extra system that factors a fragmented retrenchment into a normal retrenchment followed by an YO-filtered fragmented refinement, the latter with filters I n, ' and Out , ' say, then there is an VO-filtered fragmented refinement from the intermediate to the extra system, which factors the extra UO-filtered fragmented refinement through the canonical one, and it has unique filters @I and 40 which factor I n, ' and Out , ' through the canonical Infilter, and Outfilter,, i.e.:
This is because the canonical filters are identities. In our running example, it is easy to check that the concrete system of Fig. 1 provides a factorisation of the fragmented retrenchment of Fig. 2 with the expected retrieves relation, trivial input filter Inm', and with output filter:
Loose fragmented retrenchment
Up to this point, we have presented fragmented retrenchment by saying that each concrete step t determines a set ' &, to abstract mA steps given by demanding that (3.1) holds. We define a loose fragmented retrenchment by giving directly a relation between a set of concrete sequences lmA given a priori, and abstract mA steps, such that (3.1) holds with 'srpl,' replaced by 'stp '. The loose form is principally suited to situations where there is no naturally arising injection from OpsA to Opsc that one can exploit (though (2.1) must clearly also still hold). In the remainder of the paper, we use the loose form of the theory in Section 5, and in Section 4 we could use either variant of the theory, as we only need l,, sets, regardless of the means by which they were derived.
Concurrency
While the strategy of the last section is fine at a semantic level, the burden of explicitly recording all the amenable sequences in a mechanised syntactically based approach can quickly become overwhelming for sizeable examples. There is often a proliferation of concrete sequences when the granularity of atomic actions decreases, due to inconsequential interleavings of independent actions. The literature contains much work on this problem; see eg. papers in [ 111. In this section we take an event based approach for a more efficient encoding of the amenable sequences.
Flow event structures
Events are defined as occurrences of actions, actions being certain fragments of the syntactic description of the system, assumed executed atomically. The events of a system can be organised into event structures to represent possible system behaviours in a wide variety of ways, as [12] shows. For us, the main property of any event structure formalism, is the ability to represent an arbitrary collection of event sequences; in fact provided we are willing to accept a certain amount of 'event duplication', almost any of the proposed formalisms would do. We will focus on flow event structures [ 131, as they can translate fairly directly into reasonable syntactic representations.
A flow event structure (FES) consists of a set of events E, an irreflexive flow relation < on E where el < e2 says that el is a possible immediate cause of e2, and a symmetric conflict relation # on E where el # e2 says that neither may happen once the other has happened.
Let 5~ be the transitive closure of 4 restricted to X c E.
A configuration of the FES is a subset X of E such that:
(1) Sx is acyclic, (2) X contains no #-related pairs,
for all e E X , {e' I e' E X , e' 5 , e} is finite, (4) for all e E X , if e' < e, then either e' E X , or there is an e" E X such that e" < e and e'' # e'.
A configuration X moves to another configuration X' iff there is an element e' c X such that X' = X U { e ' } . Sequences of moves starting from the empty configuration are the way that FESs encode sequences of events. Let I be a set of sequences. We can encode I using an FES as fol-
This shows that an arbitrary T c a n be encoded by an FES but the construction is very inefficient. Normally we would exploit the flexibility of FESs to gain efficiency. We will see an example shortly.
Returning to fragmented retrenchment, our theory contains just enough syntax to allow actions to be defined. For us a (concrete) action will be a triple (j, mc, p ) with mC a concrete operation name and j and p an input and output for &nc = { e W I ft E %Ic} Let (E, <, #) be a FES that encodes &nc. Then we can equally well express the fragmented retrenchment by saying that the PO (3.1) holds in the obvious way for every maximal sequence of moves through (E, <, #). Returning to our running example, Fig. 3 shows the relevant FES. The solid directed arrows represent the elements of the flow relation and the bidirected broken arrows represent the conflict relation. It is not hard to see that the maximal sequences of moves through Fig. 3 correspond exactly to the sequences of Fig. 2 . Note the additional tagging on the two (E, Incc, OK) actions to make them into distinct events.
When actions are deterministic, as in our example, it can often be more economical to regard outputs of an event as derivable from the operation name, input and current state, the latter being derivable from the previous history of the execution. In such a case one can suppress output data from event definitions, leading to more compact event (E, UPC, Done) (E, Incc, Dane) Fig. 3 structures. Fig. 4a shows the FES for our example when this is done (we suppress inputs too). Fig. 4b shows that further compaction that can occur if we allow our event structures to feature an asymmetric conflict relation, } instead of #, so that if a } b, then b cannot occur after a ( } is represented by a directed broken arrow in Fig. 4b) . (In the formal definition of configurations for asymmetric FESs, (2) is replaced by 'no }-cycles' and in (4) 'e" # e" is replaced by 'e" } e".) Note that the efficiency of the representations in Fig. 4 relies on permitting the same event to produce different outputs depending on preceding history. (For asymmetric conflict see eg.
[ 141 which does not use a flow relation, or [ 121 which considers 'possible' events.)
Concurrent readings
Now we discuss a complication of fragmented retrenchment not possessed by the unfragmented theory. Consider the Cartesian product of our running example with itself.
The abstract state space is ( 0 , 3 )
, with non-initial operations UpXA and UpyA, the former acting on the first component of the state and the latter on the second. The concrete system is likewise two copies of the former concrete system, with state space (0, 1, 2, 3, X } x { 0, 1,2,3, X } = Vx x Vy, and X-and Y-labelled operations. The retrieve relation is again inclusion. As the fragmented retrenchment between abstract and concrete systems, we take X-and Y-labelled versions of the retrenchment presented above, i.e. the previous relations extended by the universal relation on irrelevant coordinates. Thus, UpxA has within relation PUPx = Pup(ix, jx, U', v x ) x (Iy x Jy x Uy x Vy) (still trivial overall of course), and concedes relation CUpx manufactured similarly from any candidate Cup. Symmetrically for UpyA. Suitable ?;sets are more of a problem however. Consider the following. Up'c, Error)-) (3, X ) ] . This is harder to reconcile with the retrenchment, as the first three steps, ostensibly retrenching an X abstract step, lead to a state (3, 1) , outside the retrieve relation, and the last four steps, ostensibly retrenching a Y abstract step, start at the state (2, o), also outside the retrieve relation. This being so, the retrenchment POs fail for these subsequences.
The cause of the problem, the interleaving, is evident. And when genuine concurrency gives the users of a system less control over the actual ordering of operation occurrences, one cannot guarantee that only sequences like ttc will occur. Fragmented retrenchment must confront this.
We are going to introduce concurrent readings of the basic PO, which focus in a safe manner on just those parts of the state and other spaces that are vital for a particular step and its retrenchment, ignoring the rest. For this we need some terminology, starting with some remarks on syntax.
We assume a flat syntactic name space; no clashes between any identifiers. For any syntactic variable x (state or I/O), let X be its space of values. We call the pair (x, X) a basic component. We assume that our system is ultimately defined by syntactic means, so that the basic components lead to a fixed Cartesian decomposition of all spaces of interest, eg. for our abstract state space where the state variables2 are say u l , u2 . . . and which thus lead to basic components (ul, U]), (u2, U*) ... (U,, U, Then the stp, relation will be of the form: below, we will abbreviate bas(stp',) to bas@). More generally, for any relation R = R' x R" of the theory, (with R" being an identity or universal for 'unused' variables as appropriate), because R is ultimately described using the same syntactic elements, there will be similar collections, bas(R') and bas(R"), of basic components arising from the spaces of values of these elements. We will abbreviate bas(R') to bas(R) as before.
Given such an R (eg. in particular, relations G, f n 1 , C,,l of our theory), there will typically also be a finest Cartesian decomposition of R' (possibly trivial, but in any case reflecting the natural structure of the system), such that R' = 
. R;).
In our product example, the decompositions are into Xand Y-labelled components; thus srpu,,xA = srp' ,,xA x Thus these (or indeed any strictly larger) fragments of ftnc cannot be elements of l u p x A or 5?&,yA respectively in a normal fragmented retrenchment. All this being aside from the fact that the operation PO fails for them too.
The preceding terminology gives us the means to speak about appropriate Cartesian factors of the spaces of values of interest. To exploit it we need to dissect execution sequences of operation occurrences in a corresponding manner, in order to unpick the effects of interleaving.
Given a sequence ee, a window of ee is an unbroken sequence of consecutive elements of ee, indexed by a subrange of the indeces of ee between a lower and an upper limit lw I up inclusive, (we admit the cases of up a limit of the indeces of ee, and also of empty windows). A subsequence of a sequence ee is (as usual) an increasing sequence of elements of ee with possible breaks. For example, the even numbers are a subsequence of the natural numbers. Obviously 'every window is a subsequence, but not vice versa'. If ff is a subsequence or window of a sequence or window ee, then ee -ff is the obvious subsequence of ee containing all the elements of ee not inff. Now let ee be a concrete execution sequence of a normal fragmented retrenchment. Let ss be a window of ee; let ~z A be an abstract operation and t be a step of mC; let tt be an element of ?; . We define ssmA and tt,,, the bas(l,,)-projections of ss and rt, as the sequences of projections of the (stp relation) elements of ss and tt onto the basic components bas(l,,).
These projections are well defined because of our previous assumptions. Suppose there is an injective map h from the indeces of ttmA into those of s~,,,, which defines a subsequence, and such that for all the indeces i of ft?,: tt,,(i) and ss,,(h(i)) have the same operation name, input value, and output value, these being the i'th elements of msC,js, and ps, respectively.
For each basic component x in bas(l,,,,) , we define the window of x in ft,,, win&, rt,,), to be the smallest window in trmA such that x n bas(m,) = 0 for all steps r-in (ft,, -win(x, tt,,)), where m f is the operation name oft-; or empty if there is no step t-of tt,, with x in bas(m,). We 
Fairness and Retrenchment
It is well known that fair behaviours can be topologically problematic in the sense that a limit of fair behaviours may be unfair: notions of fairness typically arise as non-closed sets in naturally prevailing topologies for the system [ 151, and this can be awkward when continuity plays an important role in the system's semantic description. One can overcome this to some extent by working harder at the topology [ 161. We show that loose fragmented retrenchments can provide a natural vehicle for describing what typically happens in such situations. The reason for this is that firstly, given a collection of fair and unfair behaviours of some system, since fair behaviours are 'good' and unfair behaviours are 'bad', there will always be some 'good' property that one can abstract away, thus spawning the upper level of abstraction seen in a retrenchment. Secondly, since the 'bad' behaviours exist at the lower level, the concedes relation is ideally suited to describing them.
Consider the following example. Suppose we modify the concrete system of Section 3 by removing the error state X , and altering the step 2 -(E, Upc, Error)-> X to 2 -(E, Upc, Error)-> 0. Now the set of execution sequences containing Upc is described by the regular-like expression:
We can represent the situation using an iterative variation of the flow event structures we have been using, where by an iterative flow event structure we mean a flow event structure with return pseudoevent J. (The configurations of an iterative FES are sets of proper events with each event indexed by an iteration tag, initialised at 0, and whenever J is encountered in generating the next configuration, no change in the configuration occurs but the current iteration tag is incremented, and subsequent events are generated by executing the iterative FES from the beginning.) Fig. 6 is an iterative FES that corresponds to the behaviours just described in an obvious way. The infinite sequences of our example fail to reach a state retrieve-related to the abstract state 3. However states 0, 1,2 are visited infinitely often, which we can conveniently express in a simple concedes relation:
Now the fragmented retrenchment operation PO expresses exactly that either a concrete execution sequence conforms to the retrieve relation (and must therefore be finite), or it conforms to the concedes relation (and is necessarily infinite). The former case applies when the execution is fair; the latter only applies in the unfair case. Now consider the general case. Suppose a system (which will become the concrete system of a loose fragmented retrenchment) possesses a set of fair behaviours F and a set of unfair ones U with Fn U = 0. We assume the system is reasonable in the sense that each prefix ee of each unfair bahaviour uu in U has a fair extensionfin 5
We also assume that there is some predicate @, in the concrete variables permitted to occur in concedes relations, that separates F a n d U, i.e. members of Fverify @ and members of U falsify @ (were it not for the restriction on allowed variables, in general not severe, 'tt E F' itself would do for a). We use these components to build a canonical loose fragmented retrenchment.
For each fair concrete execution sequence in Fwith operation sequence msC, let m s C be a fresh operation name.
OPS, will consist of all the at's thus constructed. The abstract state space U will just be a synonym for the concrete state space V. Likewise I is a synonym for J and 0 is a synonym for P; so that IS and JS, and OS and PS are The loose fragmented retrenchment is founded on the retrieve relation G(u, v), a synonym for the identity between U and V, the within relation P, a synonym for the universal relation U x V x I x JS, and the concedes relation C
given by:
The first term of C expresses the unfairness of the executions in U, while the second term expresses the fair prefix property. It is clear that the PO (3.1) holds in the loose sense, with concrete executions !Fu ' 51 related to abstract steps made from A strong reason for not attempting to construct a fragmented retrenchment in the normal sense, is that one common fairness property a, says that 'operation mC occurs in the execution, given that it is sufficiently enabled during the execution'. In this scenario an abstract step with operation name named after mC makes sense for a tt validating such a a. However the naturally related unfair concrete sequences, are characterised precisely by the absence of mC from msc, making the choice of an operation name in msC to relate to mC in the fragmented retrenchment problematic. Finally we note that our canonical loose fragmented retrenchment possesses initial properties similar to those in Theorem 3. I, which we do not elaborate for lack of space.
Conclusions
Accepting that refinement is not always ideal the higher you move up the modellingkpecification hierarchy, a position discussed at greater length in [ I ] and [ 5 ] , retrenchment was introduced to enable useful high level precursor models to be incorporated into a formal development process. In its original form, retrenchment preserved the granularity of actions, which is the most appropriate for introducing complexity into individual operations. In this paper, we have explored the consequences of relaxing this restriction, giving fragmented retrenchment. To keep the connection with the original notion as strong as possible, we formulated fragmented retrenchment in terms of a relation between single abstract steps and sequences of concrete steps. This led to a canonical factorisation of a fragmented retrenchment into a normal retrenchment followed by an UO-filtered fragmented refinement. Although this means that strictly speaking, fragmented retrenchment can be done away with, doing so may not be natural from an engineering standpoint, and retrenchment is nothing if not intended for the alleviation of 'engineering unnaturalness'.
The sequence-oriented definition of fragmented retrenchment leads immediately to familiar combinatorial explosion problems arising through interleaving: firstly within the fragmented retrenchment of a single operation, and secondly between fragmented retrenchments of distinct operations. For the former, we saw that partial order methods could help, and we made use of flow event structures in particular. For the latter, we introduced concurrent readings of the operation PO, which overcame the point that interleaving can cause the retrieve relation to fail at the two ends of a retrenching sequence of concrete steps. This preserved a firm connection with the original mechanisable PO, and we were able to retain the simplicity and economy of the original description, since in a concurrent reading, a single sequence of the retrenchment can represent a potentially unbounded number of its interleavings with other activities.
Finally we considered fairness, and showed that the concedes relation of fragmented retrenchment conveniently describes the unfair executions, when a system can exhibit both fair and unfair ones. For this we used the loose form of fragmented retrenchment, which is particularly useful when we do not have one specific concrete step in a retrenching sequence tt to naturally identify with the abstract operation.
